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Finca Isolina

yoga

At we offer you
the opportunity to
disconnect from the world

To

reconnect with yourself again.
We will be happy

to

organize a
session or a relaxing

massage for you. Contact our
staff and complete your

vacation with a unique moment
of relaxation.

rest.

to



Combination of traditional
Thai massage with the
fluid movements of the
dynamic style. Made on

futon, we combine
stretching, rocking and

deep pressure techniques.
We will be able to unlock
the energy lines of the
body. A yogic dance
through which you will

achieve balance.
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Fluid Thai Massage

80 euros.
80

Price:
Duration: minutes.

80 euros.
80

Price:
Duration: minutes.



total
aSurround yourself in

state of relaxation
from the subtlety of touch

and the harmony of
movement. Surrender to

the pleasure of the
massage and receive a

moment of calm.
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Sensitive Integral
Massage

80 euros.
80

Price:
Duration: minutes.

80 euros.
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Price:
Duration: minutes.



Releases the tension
accumulated in the

muscle fibers, mobilizes
fasciae and favors the
elasticity of ligaments

and tendons.

Releases the tension
accumulated in the

muscle fibers, mobilizes
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Deep Energy
Massage

80 euros.
80 minutos.

Price:
Duration:

80 euros.
80 minutos.

Price:
Duration:



a
yoga

Complete your vacation
with unique moment of

and meditation,
created exclusively for
you. A personalized

session adapted to your
needs with relaxation

and breathing
techniques and

transpersonal meditation
techniques.
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Yoga & Meditation

1
Price:
person 50 euros.

2 people 45 euros per person.
Group 40 euros per person.
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romance,
Finca

“a
tu

If you prefer to enjoy a
moment of tranquility and

stay at our
and
a beautiful sunset,

accompanied by a bottle
of wine from the Island.

the

the

bola".

of
our

with

wonderful views
Atlantic from pool...

delight yourself

With
Surrounded only by

tranquility.
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